
 

 

Job Role: Resort Operations Coordinator 
 
Reporting to: Customer Manager 
 
 
An exciting opportunity has arisen at a successful tour operator based in Hampshire who 
are embarking on a period of growth.  A new role has been introduced to ensure 
consistent customer delivery and efficiency across their resort operations.     
 
This is a diverse role for a highly organised individual who acts as a key link between 
management within the business and resort managers and representatives in the 
destinations served with the proviso of ensuring our customers receive the very best 
holiday experience. 
 
Reporting into the Customer Manager this role offers the opportunity to bring innovation, 
drive success and be part of a bright future within a specialist Tour Operator.  
 
The role is predominantly based in the UK, however overseas travel will be required. 
  
 
Key Responsibilities:  
 
 

• Review and develop current processes, procedures and logistics for efficient 
operations. Ensure we have operational uniformity across our resort teams in all 
destinations.   

 
• Coordinate & provide operational support, both within and out of office hours, for 

the resort teams across the Serenity program.  
 

• Ensure that the correct resource level is in place within each resort and that staff 
are recruited (as required), trained and supported in order to perform their duties.   

 
• Undertake ongoing communications, monitor KPI’s and drive initiatives with and 

for resort managers/staff to eradicate issues that may impact upon service 
delivery. 

 
• Undertake ongoing performance monitoring and working with the management 

team in the UK to assess where changes or efficiencies are required, both in the UK 
and in the resorts.    

 
• Liaise with Ground Agents where these are utilized, ensuring that the resort 

operation and service is consistent to resorts where own staff are in place. 



 
• Design and implement written operational process for issues including delays, 

diversions and major incidents.   
 

The ideal candidate will have previously worked in a resort management role, will be able 
to demonstrate a sound understanding of the day to day issues that arise in resorts and an 
ability to translate those requirements back to the business in the UK.  The person will 
have a proven track record in managing and influencing others and an outstanding ability 
to communicate effectively at all levels within the business and remotely. 
 
You will be enthusiastic and motivated to drive positive change forward, whilst emulating 
our core values and brand. Additional required attributes include: 
 
Innovative and able to effectively implement change 
Proactive and forward thinking 
Adaptable and able to work under pressure 
Fluent in French speaking 
Able to travel overseas is essential.  
 


